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Cut glass

Matfond

The glasses decorated with matfond are our
pride. This technique amplifies the elegancy
of clear glass by adding a touch of  color and
fine cutting. The available colors make it pos-
sible to fit our sets to every modern houshold.

Colored cut glass

We are decorating colored glass with dull-cut which can be varied in many
ways, usually with the design matching the use of glass. That is why you will
find hops on a bier mug or wine-grapes on a roman whine glass.

Artistic glass

Vases, bowls and glasses

Vases and bowls are made by master glassblowers without using any molds.
Therefore is every piece unique with recognizable “handwriting” of each
glassblower. The chalice of drinking glasses is usually blown into a
mould and than it is decorated by

Animals

Glass animals are also shaped without any molds just using
the glassblower’s tools. We take a special care to keep
the shape and proportions as close to the real animals
as the physics of the glass allows.

Flowers

Artistic flowers are a great supplement to any modern houshold. We offer
over twenty shapes in many colours in order to match to any taste.

2es Dačice v.o.s.  has been in business since 1991 and differentiated its
activities into several fields –  one of which is glass production.

We are continuing the established tradition of making genuine hand-made
glass. We believe that Bohemian glass art has an excellent reputation and we
strive to achieve yet higher standard in quality and customer service. We
offer a wide range of top-end quality products. In addition we are always
happy to accomodate our customers, who prefer their own design, with cus-
tom made glass products or complete product lines. As we work with several
talented designers we can ready designs fitting to customers needs.

We are currently implementing the quality management ISO 9002 to en-
sure you about the high quality of our service.

Let us introduce the product categories that we are offering:



Fruits and Vegetables

Glass fruits and vegetables look great on tables, in a display or on furni-
ture. They make every room brighter and more fun to be in.

Other decorative items

These products include a wide variety of designs like candlesticks, paper-
weights and a lot of different one-of-a-kind designs.

Chess sets

Executive style chess sets

These chess sets are made of glass bodies with
silver or gold coated tops. The chess-
board is also made of glass with the
fields consisting of clear and etched
surfaces. The complete set is packed in a
luxurious case layed with satin.

Pressed glass chess sets

These chess figures are made by pressing colored glasses into metal moulds
with fine engraving in order to achieve a great level of detail. The packing in
a luxurious case layed with satin is a matter of course.

Glass in forged stands

We cooperate with skillful blacksmiths who prepare
unique hand-forged stands. Our best glass-makers blow
colored or clear glass into these stands so that it cannot be
taken out any more. Every single piece is unique which we
confirm by a certificate enclosed to each art-work.

Painted glass

High enamel

The painting technique of high enamel differentiates from the other de-
signs. It uses gold as a background and 3D-flowers and lines are put on top of
it and gilded again in the last stage.

Classical painting

Designs painted in the classic way are beautiful for their decent looks and
they remind the folk arts of the Czech nation. The designs include floral
themes, people or custom writings.

Porcelain

This porcelain is thanks to its favourable price suitable for all common
households. We offer a wide range of shapes and designs. Upon request we
can deliver other designs as well.



Cased glass

Bordered glass

The most luxurious cased glass is bordered glass. The name is
based on the way of gold painting: the windows of coloured glass
are painted with gold border line and hence the name. We can

supply a complete set of glassware: from small glasses
and vases to decanters and bowls.

Overlayed cut glass

Another interesting design that can be produced of
cased glass is stripped glass. The coloured layer at the
bottom of the glass is completely stripped down and
only clear glass remains. Other designs can be cut out
as well.

Seasonal items

We offer several kinds of painted Christmas
spheres. From traditional ones to large spheres
that can be even put on a table and are hand-
painted with various motiffs. Also for other
seasons like Valentine’s day, Easter or New Year
celebration we always prepare a wide range of
designs

Glass and metal figures

Animals

These small animals combine a glass body with golden body parts. They
look wonderfull on a table or in a collector’s
display. Upon request silver parts can be used.

Other designs

The combination of die-cast metal and pol-
ished glass is also suitable for many other de-
signs like vehicles, keyholders, flowers and many
more interesting ideas.

Custom production

And if you have not found the right product for your need we still can help
you. Just let us know what you need and we will help you to bring your ideas
to life.


